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Abstract 
Let G be a compact separable zero-dimensional group with the unit element e. We construct 
semifree G-actions on Menger manifolds with G-invariant pseudo-interiors and pseudo-boundaries. 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following: For each closed subset X ofa Merger 
manifold M, there exists a semiffe G-action on M such that X is the fired point set of any 
g E G \ {e}. This gives the affirmative answers to the questions in K. Sakai, Preprint and in 
A. Chigogidze, K. Kawamura and E.D. ‘lymchatyn, Problems 6.4.3, 6.4.4 in full generality. The 
pseudo-interiors and the pseudo-boundaries versions of the theorem above are also given. Moreover, 
free G-actions on pseudo-interiors and pseudo-boundaries of Menger manifolds are constructed. 
Keywords: Menger compactum; Pseudo-interior; Compact zero-dimensional group; Semifree 
action; Free action 
AMS classijication: 54F15; 54F35; 54H15; 57SlO; 22CO5 
Introduction 
All spaces are assumed to be separable metric and maps continuous. Let G be a 
compact zero-dimensional topological group with the unit element e. An action of G on 
a space X is called free (respectively semifree) if, for each x E X, the isotropy group 
G, = {g E G 1 gx = x} is trivial (respectively either trivial or is all of G). It is 
known that each n-dimensional Menger manifold @“-manifold) admits a free G-action 
[9,15]. Also in his paper [ 161, K. Sakai has constructed a semifree G-action on the n- 
dimensional universal Menger compactum pn and has obtained the following: Fur each 
Z-set X in pLn, there exists a semifree G-action on p” such that X is the jixed point set 
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af any g E G \ {e}. In the same paper, he asked whether the result above is still true for 
any closed subset X of pn. 
On the other hand, it is known [ 131 that the Hilbert cube Q has the complete invariance 
property with respect to homeomorphisms, where a space X has the complete invariance 
property with respect to homeomorphisms (CIPH) if each nonempty closed subset of 
X is the fixed point set of some autohomeomorphism of X. Since pLn is recognized as 
a finite dimensional analogue of Q, the following question naturally arose [7, Problem 
64.31: Is it true that p” has CIPH? 
In the present paper, we construct semifree G-actions on CL”-manifolds, on their pseudo- 
interiors and on their pseudo-boundaries. The main purpose of this paper is to give the 
affirmative answers to the questions above as follows: For each closed subset X of a 
pun-manifold M, there exists a semifree G-action on M such that X is the fixed point set 
ofanygE G\{e)(n eorem 2.1). Using the idea of infinite deficiency, we can construct 
G-invariant Z-skeletoids in CL”-manifolds, where a subspace A of a G-space X is called 
(G-)invuriunt provided that A = {ga 1 g E G, a E A}. This allows us to obtain the 
pseudo-interiors and the pseudo-boundaries versions of the theorem above as follows: 
Let v(M) (respectively .E( M)) be a pseudo-interior (respectively a pseudo-boundary) of 
a pn-manifold M. Then for each closed subset X of v(M) (respectively C(M)), there 
exists a semifree G-action on v(M) (respectively C(M)) such that X is the fixed point 
set of any g E G \ {e} (Corollary 3.2). As a consequence, every @-manifold admits 
a free G-action with a G-invariant pseudo-interior and a G-invariant pseudo-boundary 
(Theorem 3.2). 
1. Preliminaries 
Let X be a Polish space, i.e., a complete separable metric space. By Auth(X), we 
denote the space of all homeomorphisms of X endowed with the limitation topology. 
Let r be a closed subgroup of Auth(X) and K be a closed hereditary, additive and 
r-invariant collection consisting of closed subsets of X, i.e., if D is a closed subset of 
some member of K then D E K and if A, B E K and f E I’ then f(A U B) E K. Let 
{Ai}zl be a tower of members of K. Then {Ai}zl is called a I’-K-skeleton provided 
that for each open cover U of X, for each A, B E K, for each f E r with f(B) c Ai, 
there is h E r which is U-close to f such that h]B = f/B and h(A) c Aj for some 
j > i. The union Uz, Ai is called a r-K-skeletoid if the collection {Ai}zO=, is a r- 
K-skeleton. A subset A of X is called a F-K-absorber if there is a family {&}z”=, of 
members of K with 
such that for each open collection .?.4 of X, for each B E K, there is h E r such that 
h[X \ uZ.4 = id, hi lJi2 is U- c 1 ose to id and h(B n (UU)) c A. In case r = Auth(X), 
r-K-skeletons, r-K-skeletoids and l-‘-K-absorbers are called K-skeletons, K-skeletoids 
and K-absorbers respectively. 
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A subset A c X is called a thin set if for each open cover U of X and for each open 
set V I A, there is f E Auth(X) which is U-close to id such that f]X \ V = id and 
f(A) n A = 0. A closed hereditary, additive and Auth(X)-invariant collection K of a 
Polish space X is called a pelfect collection provided that 
(1) each member of K is a compact thin set in X, 
(2) for each A E K, for each neighborhood V of A and each open cover U of X, there 
exists an open refinement V of U such that V’B E K with B c V, V homeomorphism 
f : A -+ B which is V-close to id, 3’ E Auth(X) which is U-close to id with F 1 A = f 
and F 1 X \ V = id. 
For each open subset U of X, we put K(U) = {K E K: 1 K c U}, Auth(XIIX\U) = 
{F E Auth(X) 1 FIX \ U = id}. 
Theorem 1.1 [3, Chapter IV, Theorem 4.11. Let K be a per$ect collection, A a K- 
skeletoid in X and U an open subset of X. Then A n U is an Auth(XJIX \ U)-K(U)- 
skeletoid in X. 
Hence any K-skeletoid is a K-absorber if K: is a perfect collection. The uniqueness of 
T-K-absorbers follows from the next theorem. 
Theorem 1.2 [17]. Let A and B be two r-K-absorbers in X. Then for each open 
collection U of X, there is f E r which is U-close to id such that 
f(A n (UU)) = B n (UU) and flX\ (UU) =id. 
Proposition 1.1 [3, Chapter IV, Proposition 4.11. Let K be a pelfect collection in a 
space X and let {Ai}z, b e u collection of members of K such that Ai c Ai+l for 
each i E N. Then {Ai}gl is a K-skeleton ifund only ij for every Z E K, k E N, E > 0, 
there exists an embedding f : Z -+ X such that d( f, id) < E, f I Z n Al, = idZnAk and 
f (2) c Aj for some j 2 k. 
We say two (proper) maps f, g : X -+ Y are (properly) n-homotopic (notation: f 21” g, 
f C$ g respectively) provided that for any (proper) map (Y : 2 -+ X of a space 2 with 
dim 6 n, fa and go are (properly) homotopic. 
Theorem 1.3 (Z-set unknotting theorem, [2]). Let f : A + B be a homeomorphism be- 
tween Z-sets in a pn-manifold M. If f N:-’ idA, then f extends to an ambient home- 
omorphism h : M -+ M. 
Let us recall that a map f : X -+ Y is said to be n-invertible if for any space 2 with 
dim 2 < n and any map cy : 2 -_) Y, there exists a map /3 : 2 -+ X such that f p = a. 
Theorem 1.4 [5]. For euch locallyfinite polyhedron K, there exists a proper n-invertible 
UP-‘-surjection fK : MK + K from a pn-mani;fold MK onto K satisfying the fol- 
lowing conditions: 
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(a) f;‘(L) is a pn-manifold for any closed subpolyhedron L of K; 
(b) f;;’ (2) is a Z-set in &’ (L) f or any Z-set Z in a closed subpolyhedron L of K. 
Let K and L be simplicial complexes. The barycentric subdivision of K is denoted by 
P(K). By K x L we mean the simplicial complex obtained as the barycentric subdivision 
of the cell complex 
{r~ x r 1 u E K, r E L}. 
We remark that for a vertex u of L, K x {v} E P(K). 
Let {Xi, pi+’ }go be an inverse sequence and let X = le {Xi, p~+‘}~“=o be the inverse 
limit. We assume that Xi is metrized by a metric di with diam(Xi) < 2-i and endow 
the spaces nz”=, Xi and X with the metric 
d(z, y) = edi(zi, yi). 
i=o 
2. Fixed point sets of semifree actions on Menger manifolds 
In this section, we consider semifree actions on Menger manifolds. Let X be a space 
and let f : X + X be a map. A closed subset A of X is called the fixed point set of f 
if A = {E E X ( f(z) = z}. 7% e main purpose of this section is to prove the following 
theorem’ which gives the affirmative answer to the question of [ 161. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a compact separable zero-dimensional group with the unit ele- 
ment e. For each closed subset X of a p”-manifold M, there exists a semifree G-action 
on M such that X is the fixed point set of any g E G \ {e}. 
Proof. By Pontryagin’s theorem [ 14, $46, C], G can be represented as the inverse limit 
of an inverse sequence 
Go ,Ipo G, .‘pl G2 & G3 ,ios ..a 
consisting of nontrivial finite groups. 
Step 1. Construction of a pn-manifold. Let LI, be an (n - 1)-connected finite simplicial 
complex with free Gk-action (cf. [ 151). Then ILI, = Lk x [0, l] is also an (n-1)-connected 
finite simplicial complex with free Gk-action. We identify ,O(Lk) with LI, x {O}. Then 
the free Gk-action on ILI, induces the canonical semifree Gk-action on the cone 211, *l& 
so that the vertex ‘t& is the one and only one fixed point. One should note that @(Lk) 
(respectively VI, * P(Lk)) is an invariant subset for each free (respectively semifree) 
Gk-action on ll+ (respectively 2)k: * lt&). 
By Theorem 1.4 and the triangulation theorem for pn-manifolds [2], we can take a PL- 
manifold ]Mol with the triangulation MO and an n-invertible proper UVn-r -surjection 
fin, : M \ X + [Moj satisfying the following: 
(i) &$(L) is a pLn-manifold for each closed subpolyhedron L of lMo[ and 
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(ii) &i (2) is a Z- set in .&i(L) for each closed subcomplex L of IA&( and for each 
Z-set 2 in L. 
Take a tower {U~}~~“=o of finite subcomplexes of IUs so that 
and I?Jkl is a compact PL-submanifold of In/i,1 such that 
iwkl = cljMoj (IMel \ I”kl) ” I”kl 
is a Z-set in each of Iukj \ intlM,IIuk_tl and juk+tl \ int[MolIUkI (U-1 = 0). Let wk 
be the triangulation of (wk ( induced by A&. By Kk we denote the triangulation of 
IUkl \ intl~,,~lUk-tl induced by MO. Put Kjo = Kj”‘, Wf = Wp’ and Bj” = Wjo for 
each j 2 0, where K!“) 3 denotes the n-skeleton of Kj. We define an n-dimensional 
simplicial complex PO as follows: 
PO = K,o uBo” K: uBp K; uBz” Kf uBs . . . . 
Assume that K”-‘, Wk-’ and I?-’ h ave been constructed for each j 2 0. Note that 
for each integer k’> 0, mere are noinegative integers i and 1 such that 
&z<k=&+l<f& 
a=0 a=0 a=0 
and that the integers i and 1 are uniquely defined by k. Hence we define functions 
X , 6: Za” -+ Z>’ so that 
X(k) 
k = cct + b(k), 0 < b(k) < X(k). 
a=0 




(w&; ’ h(k) * , j = b(k), 
(w;-’ x L;;kk,‘)(n), j < 6(k), 
Wh = 3 W”-1 x { v;;‘k; b(k) >, j = 6(k), 
P(W;-‘), J’ > b(k), 
,W;-’ x P(L;$))(“), j < b(k), 
Bk = 3 w”-’ x {v,“:,“,‘} = wb”ckj, 6(k) J’ = b(k), 
p(wj”-‘) = w;, j > b(k), 
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where IL; (respectively L$) is a copy of IL? (respectively Lj) for each i. Note that 
IV! (respectively B$) is a subcomplex of K; (respectively IV!). Then we define an 
n-dimensional simplicial complex Pk as follows: 
Pk = @ lJq Kp Uq K; lJBi Kf Uq . . . . 
Let t-L_, : [Pk 1 + 1Pk-11 be the map induced by the canonical projections IK;) + 
/Kt-‘l. Note that each projections T$_~I: IKtl + IKf-‘l and rk_lll : IBt] + IB:-‘) 
induce isomorphisms of homotopy groups of dim < n - 1. 
Let 
N =lp { Ipkl, $+l}E,, Nj =le {~K;~,r~+‘~}~, 
and 
for each j. By the construction, we have 
N = NO UB, NI UB, N2 u& N3 u& . . . 
Claim 2.1.1. Nj and Bj are p”-manifolds for each j. 
Sublemma. For each map f : B” + IKt-‘( and each map g : S”-’ + IKtI with 
ri_,g = flS’+‘, there exist an extension ij : II3 n + 1 Kt 1 of g such that r,“_,e and f are 
St(P(K;-‘), St(p2(K;-I)))- 1 c ose. In particulal; we can take h so that &ij and rk-,-‘f 
are St(/I?k-m(Kjm), St@“-“-‘(KY)))-close, for m < lc - 1. 
Proof of Sublemma. We show the case j = b(k). Put 
K = (K;-’ x Lick’) u (IV;-’ x (Vi(k) *L;(k))), 
&-I XILx(“) 
3 3 
T^= Kk-’ 3 u (w,“-’ x [O, 11) 
wy x (0) 
and 
T = T^\ IW,“-’ x {l}(. 
Note that K is a finite simplicial complex such that Kc”) = Kt . Since 
JKJ \ IWj”-’ x {v;‘~‘}) E T x L;‘k), 
we identify these spaces. Let 
g) = (g,, 92) : S’ + T x \L;(k) ) 
be the restriction of g, where 
S’ = S”-’ \ g-1 (iv;-1 x {“j^‘“‘}). 
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Let pi : T x jlLick) 1 --+ T be the projection. Then pi can be extended to the map pl : K + 
~sothatp~l/Tx~~‘“‘I=p;andp~(z,~~’k’)=(z,0)forzt~~-‘.Letp;!:~-+ 
]Kf-t] be the canonical map such that p2/ ]KF-‘] = id and pz(z, t) = ZE for (z, t) E 
]w,‘c_’ x [O, I]]. 0 ne should note that ~2~11 IKj” / = T-L_, . 
Let v be a vertex of IL’?(“) 3 . We identify ]I$-‘] with ]rC:-’ x {v)] c ]K$]. Note that 
]IL;‘“‘] is A~(~) since it is an (n - I)-connected ANR. Hence there exists a homotopy 
such that hh = g2 and hi = v. We define 
h2 : S’ x [0, l] -+ T x jlL;(ci [ 
by h2(q t) = (g(z), h’(s, t)). Then h2 ’ IS a homotopy such that hi = g j, ht = pl gl and 
plhf = prg] for any t E [0, 11. Let H’ : F-t x [0, l] --+ (K( be the extension of h2 
such that H’(qt) = g(z) for z E g-*(W,“-’ x {v$@‘}), t f [O, l]. Since r;I1g = f 
and pzprg = r-k-r g = fkF_t, using the [O, I]-factor, we obtain the canonical homotopy 
H2 : Pm’ x [0, I] -+ T^ such that Hi = pig, Hf = flSnvl and p2Hz = f]S”-l for 
t E [O, 11. Define a homotopy H : P-’ x [O, l] -+ K by 
H(+) = 
1 
H’(s,2t), 0 <t < i/z, 
Hy2,2t - l), l/2 < t < 1. 
Then H is a homotopy such that He = g, HI = f / SF-’ and p2ptHt = f j Is”-’ for 
t E [0, 11. By the essentiality of maps [ll] (cf. [lo]), there is a homotopy h: P-’ x 
[0, l] -+ ]Kt] such that ho = g, hl = f 1 P-’ and ht and I& are E(j-close for t E [0, 11. 
Then rk__r ht and f 1 Sn-’ are ,tl(K~-‘)- c ose 1 by our definition for t E 10, 11. 
Choose 7 > 0 so that f(z) and f(y) are St(,@(KF-I))-close whenever /IX - y]] < 77, 
2,yt:Bn.Taket>Osothat1-t<rlandlet&=(1-t)/2.Definef’:Bn-,Kand 
jr:ItB= -+ ]K$ by 
, 
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Then f’ and g are well-defined maps and are extensions of g. Observe that rk_, f’ and 
$_,j are /3(Kt-‘)-close and 
f (XL 0 < lbll < t, 
&lf’(Z) = i 
f 
cc 
(1-~-4Ml+(~+~)*-~ 5 t<l,zll<t+E 
E(t + E) >> 
9 \ \ 
I( > fci> t+E < ,,lc,, 6 1. 
Since 
for t + E < llzll 6 1, rk_, f’ and f are St&?*(K:-I))-close, i.e., 
@(Kk-‘) 
$,G 4-J-b &If’ 
WV&‘)) f. 
Thus rk -16 and f are St(P(Kt-t ), St(P*(K3fi-‘)))- c 1 ose. The rest parts are now obvious 
from our definitions. •I 
Proof of Claim 2.1.1. Note that IVj and Bj are locally compact. Thus all we have to do is 
to check the conditions of Bestvina’s characterization. The proofs of the n-dimensionality 
and the DPP of IVj are the same with [ 10, Theorem l] and are left to the reader. We 
only show that Nj is LP-’ because the proof for Bj is essentially the same. 
Let x E IVj be a point and let U C Nj be a neighborhood of x. Then there is an 
open neighborhood UN of XN = r;v”(x) in lKJfll such that (rg)-l (UN) c U for some 
N E N. Take a 2 N and a neighborhood V of x, so that 
Since IKTl is ANR, there is a neighborhood W c V of x, such that any map from 
S’+’ to W can be extended to a map from I5 n to V. Let f : Sn-’ -+ Nj be a map 
such that f (Snwl) C (r,")-'(W) C U. Then there is an extension ga : B” + V 
of r,“f. For i < a, let gi = rfga : B” + [I$/. Using Sublemma, we can induc- 
tively construct extensions gi : B n + IKj] of r,Ff so that rkgi and rk,-‘g,-t are 
St(pi_rn(Kjm), St@-m-‘(KY)))- 1 c ose for m 6 i - 1, i 3 a. Since the sequence 
{r&gi}2po=c is uniformly convergence, the limit map h, = lim+,, rigi : B 7L -+ X, is 
continuous and clearly satisfies the conditions rK_, h, = h,_l and h,lS”-’ = r,“f. 
Then h =lim h ,,, :Bn + Nj is an extension of f. Since h, and ga is St4(paVNK;)- 
close, 
rrhN(B”) = ha(B”) C St4(r~(V),flapNKja) c UN. 
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Thus we have h(B”) C 17. Hence Nj is LC”-‘. 0 
Claim 2.1.2. Bj is a Z-set in each of Nj and Nj+’ for each j. 
Proof of Claim 2.1.2. Roughly speaking, the claim follows from the fact that Bj is 
infinite deficient’ in each of Nj and Nj+’ . We only show that Bj is a Z-set in Nj. Let 
f : I” -+ Nj be a map and let E > 0 be given. Choose io so that 
m 
c 2-l < & 
ki” 
and6(io),6(io+1)~j+l.ForeachIc6io,letgk=~~Of:nn-_)I~~l.Let~beavertex 
of 5(io+*). x(iO+‘) Since \E(,“/ x {(w, 1)) C jK~“l, we define a map gio+’ :lP + IKy+‘\ as 
follows: 
S”+‘(z) = (Si”(+J, 1) E IK,““I x IL$$,‘I x [O, l] (= IK,“I x (Qf;;I). 
Using the fact that $+l: lKt+‘l + IK$l . 1s a retraction for each k, we can choose a 
map gk:IP + IKjl (k 2 io+ 1) so that gk = rk +‘gk+‘. Then g = 12 gk : II” -+ Nj 
is a map &-close to f. By our construction of Bj, it is easy to see that g(nn) n Bj = 0. 
This finishes the proof of Claim 2.1.2. q 
Step 2. Constntction of a homeomorphism between N and M \ X. Let fij = f&A (I Kj I) 
and Bj = f,$(IWj I) = Ej fl fij+‘. Then kj and gj are compact pLn-manifolds by (i) 
and Bj is a Z-set in each of iVj and iVj+’ by (ii). Since f~, is n-invertible, there is a 
map pj : I Kjl + fij such that f~“pj = idlKol. Observe that pj induces isomorphisms of 
homotopy groups of dim 6 n - 1. Then rj 1 pjrr I : Nj -+ iVj and r$ = pjrr I : Bj -+ 
Bj are maps between compact pL”-manifolds that induce isomorphisms of homotopy 
groups of dim f n - 1. 
By the classification theorem for ,P-manifolds [2,2X6], there exist homeomorphisms 
ho : NO -+ GO and SO : BO + & such that ho E’+’ ro and SO ynM1 r& Then we have 
-1 
has,’ P-l rOso = r&l ? n-1 id- 
&l’ 
Using the Z-set unknotting theorem [2, 3.1.41, there is a homeomorphism fi : No + & 
such that fLl& = hoso’. Then (_f,$-‘Iho = s&~‘lh(Bo). In fact, for each z E 
ho(Bo), we can represent z as h,&‘(y) for some y E & since fh(&) = bs;‘(2io) = 
I. So we have 
(&)-l(x) = (J-A)-‘hog(Y) = (f;)-‘&(Y) = y = SOh~‘(~). 
Thus fo = (fA)-‘ho : NO -+ & is a homeomorphism such that folBo = so =n-l rh. 
’ The notion infinite deficiency in pn-manifolds was introduced in [12] to characterize Z-sets in pLn-manifolds 
in terms of infinite deficiency (cf. [l]). 
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Assume that f+t : N+t + zj-1 has been constructed so that f+.iIB+_2 = 
fj-~lBj_2 and fj_t&-t 9-t T;_, (B-t = 0). As before, there exist homeomor- 
phisms hj : Nj -+ fij and sj : Bj -+ Bj such that hj =n-l Tj and sj E”-’ ri. Then the 
map 
gj = fj__t U Sj : Bj_1 U Bj + Bj_1 U Bj 
is such that Zj E’+’ r(i since ri (Bj-1 = r$_, . Hence we have 
hj(Sj)-’ zndl rj(Sj)-’ zn-’ idEJ_,uBj. 
By the Z-set unknotting theorem, there is a homeomorphism fj : fij + fij such that 
f;[Ej_t U gj = hj(Sj)-‘. Note that 
(f;)-‘)hj(Bj-1 UBj) = (Ej)-‘hjlhj(Bj-1 UBj). 
Then fj = (f,!)-‘hj : Nj + iVj is a homeomorphism such that 
fjlBj_1 = 5j(hj)-‘hjlBj_1 = SjlBj_1 = fj-1 
and fjlBj = 5jjlBj = Sj zn-’ T$. 
Thus the map f : N + M\X defined by flNj = fj is a well-defined homeomorphism. 
Step 3. Construction of a semifree G-action. First we shall define a free G-action on N. 
Let 
G; = {(cpo(&., cPj-t(g),g) I 9 E Gj}. 
Since f 1 Nj = fj : Nj + Ej is a homeomorphism between compacta, we can inductively 
obtain an increasing sequence 1 < i(0) < i( 1) < i(2) < i(3) < . . * of natural numbers 
satisfying the following: 
(A) if z, y E Nj and d(z, y) < 2-i(j) then d(f(s), f(y)) < 2-j. 
In case 
i(j) i(j+l) 
ccy+_M< c a+.?, 
a=0 a=0 
IPc 1 has IL;(r) (or w1 i(‘) * IL;(“))-factor for each I 6 j and does not have IL, i(m) i(m) (or vm * 
lL$m))-factor for any m 2 j + 1. We define a Gi-action using the only Gl-actions of 




Then X(() = i(j) and S(c) = j. Observe that Gi acts freely on 
and acts trivially on 
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In particular 
(B) G$ acts freely on IK,$IU,B;,...U,B:_2, IKj_ll and acts trivially on jKf+,IU,s;+,, 
lWj+zl “p;+z) .. . . 
Considering G as the diagonal subgroup of n,“=a Gi, we define a G-action on N as 
follows: 
(go, 91, Q27. ..)(20,~1>22,.‘.) = (g~zo,g~z1,g~z:!,...), 
wherexc E lP(l andg;=(ga,gt,g2,...,gj) foreach 
i(j) i(j+l) 
Ca+j<t< c a+j. 
a=0 a=0 
For 1 < j - 1 and 
w i(l+l) 
ccy+w< c a+z, 
a=0 a=0 
G; acts trivially on 
by (B). Hence if x = (50, x1, ~2,. . .) E Nj and g E G then ga: = (g;xo, SiXI 1 giX2,. . .) 









CC> d(gx, x) < 2- i(j) whenever x E Nj, g E G. 
Now it is easy to see that the G-action on N is free. 
We define a function 8 : G x M + M by 
@b,x) = f&f-w> xcM\X, 
X, 2 E x. 
Then 8 is continuous. In fact, let {(gi, xi)}zt be a sequence such that xi E M \ X 
and lim, 2+m(gir xi) = (go, x0) E X. For a given E > 0, take jt > 0 so that 2-jl < c/2 
and d(xc, xi) < e/2 for i > ji. Let j2 > jr be such that 
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for i 2 jz. Since f(iVj) = fj(Nj) = @j, we have 
for i 2 jz. By (C), d(f-‘(xi), &-‘(2i)) < 2-i(j1) for i 3 j2. By (A), we have 
d(Wgi, xi), x:i) = d(fgif%), xi) = d(fgif-‘(xi), ff-‘xi) < 2-j, < &/2 
for i 3 j2. Then for each i > j2, 
d(@(gi, xi), Q(g OGO,) = d(@(gi, xi), xco) < d(@(gi, xi), zi) + d(zi, x0) 
< E/2 + E/2 = E. 
Moreover, for g, gf E G, x E A4 \ X, 
@(0%x)) = fg’f-‘(fgf%)) = fg’&(x) = @(g’g,x). 
Thus @ defines a G-action on M. Clearly, the action 8 is semifree and satisfies our 
required condition, The proof is finished. Cl 
Recall that a space X has the complete invariance property with respect to homeo- 
morphisms (CIPH) if each nonempty closed subset of X is the fixed point set of some 
autohomeomorphism of X. As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1, we obtain the 
affirmative answer to the questions [7, Problems 6.4.3, 6.4.41. 
Corollary 2.1. Every p”-manifold has CIPH. 
3. Fixed point sets of pseudo-interiors and pseudo-boundaries of Menger manifolds 
Let M be a p”-manifold. By 2~ (respectively 2&), we denote the collection of 
all Z-sets (respectively all compact Z-sets) in M. A 2M-absorber A of M is called a 
pseudo-boundary of M and the complement M \ A is called a pseudo-interior of M 
(cf. [4,6]). In case M is compact, every 2M-skeletoid is a Zj,,_f-absorber, therefore a 
pseudo-boundary of M since 2~ (5 Z&) is a perfect collection. The uniqueness of 
topological types of pseudo-boundaries (pseudo-interiors) follows from [3, Chapter IV, 
Theorem 2.11. According to [6], the topological type of a pseudo-interior v(,Q~) of pn is 
equal to the n-dimensional Nobeling space vn. The following criterion is a modification 
of [6, Proposition 3.3.111. 
Proposition 3.1. Let {Ai}E=, be a tower of Z-sets in a compact pn-manifold M with 
the following properties: 
(1) VE > 0, 3m > 0 such that A, is e-dense in M, 
(2) Ai is a Z-set in each of Ai+l and M, 
(3) {Ai}z=, is equi-LC”-’ and 
(4) Ai is a p”-manifold. 
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Then {Ai}zO=, is a 2M-skeleton of M, i.e., the union Uz”=, Ai is a pseudo-boundary 
of M. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be a positive number and let 2 be a Z-set in M. We fix a member Al, 
of {Ai}Ea=,. Since {Ai}EI is equi-MY”-‘, there exists a positive number 6 < c/2 such 
that for any b-close two maps f, g : 2 I? AI, -+ Ai with an extension p: 2 + Ai of f, 
there exists an extension 6 : 2 + Ai of g such that 4 and f^ are E/2-close for any i E N. 
As in the proof of [8, Lemma 2.11, we can take a map y : 2 + Aj so that d(r, idz) < 6 
for some j > Ic by (1) and (3). Note that 2 n Arc is a Z-set in A_.j by (2). Since 
d(yjZflAk, idznAk) < 6, there is a map y’ : 2 + Aj such that -flZnAk = idZnAl, and 
d(y’, Y) < &/2. BY (4), we may assume that y’ is a Z-embedding using the Z-embedding 
approximation theorem [2]. Then d(y’, idz) < d(y’, y) + d(y, idz) < 6 + &/2 < E. Thus 
the proposition follows from Proposition 1.1. 0 
The next proposition follows from the standard arguments using the fact that every 
pL”-manifold is locally compact, so we omit the proof. 
Proposition 3.2. Every 2h-absorber in M is also a ZM-absorber in M, i.e., a pseudo- 
boundary of M. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a closed subset of a pn-manifold M and let G be a compact 
separable zero-dimensional group with the unit element e. Then there exist a semifree 
G-action of M and a G-invariant pseudo-boundary C(M) of M such that X is thefied 
point set of any g E G \ {e}. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we represent the group G as the inverse limit of 
an inverse sequence Ga e Gt & G2 e Gs e . . . consisting of nontrivial finite 
groups. 
Let LI, be an (n - 1)-connected finite simplicial complex with free Gk-aCtiOn. Put 
LI, = LI, X [o, l] and L k = !& X [o, 11. Note that Lk, LI, and Lk are all (?X - I)- 
connected finite simplicial complex with free Gk-action and that p(ILj) = lLj x (0) 
(respectively p2(Lj) = p(Lj) x (0)) is an invariant subset of Lj (respectively /3(ILj)) 
for each j. 
The G-action on M we used here is essentially the same with the one constructed in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1. So, in what follows, we use the notation given in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. The only difference is that we use L, (respectively Ii+) in place of ILj 
(respectively Lj), i.e., 
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(w,“-’ x L$y, j < b(k), 
w’” = 
3 
w”-’ x {v;@; 
J(k) I-, j = J(k), 
aw;-‘), j > d(k), 
I 
(Wt-' x P(L$Li))(n), j < d(k), 
Bj” = Wic;l,' x {I$',",'} = Wt, j = 6(k), 
p(w,“-‘) = w;, j > J(k), 
where Li (respectively IL;) is a copy of Lj (respectively ILj) for each 1. And the G-action 
is induced by the Gl-action of L;(l), 2 2 0. 
Let Vj = NO UB, NI UB~ . . . UB,_, Nj. First we shall construct a tower {Aj(i)}zo=, of 
Z-sets of Vj satisfying the following: 
(a) VE > 0, 3m > 0 such that Aj(m) is c-dense in Vj, 
(b) Aj(i) is a Z-set in each of Aj(i + 1) and Vj, 
(c) {Aj(i)},“=, is equi-LP-’ and 
(d) Aj(i) is a CL”-manifold. 
Let q’(i) = Kj”, Sj(i’(i) = Wj” and C;(i) = Bjo for each i 2 1, j > 0. Assume that 
Ri((i), S;(i) and C:(i) h ave been constructed for I 6 k - 1, k 2 1. Then we define 
R;(i), St(i) and C!(i) as follows: 
( P(R;-‘(i)), 
1 
(S,k-l(i) x C;(i))'"', j < b(k), 
s;(i) = s;&;(i) x {I$‘,“}, j = b(k), 
a(s,“-‘N), j > 6(k), 
($-l(i) x qip, j < b(k), 
c;(i) = S&;(i) x {II,“,‘,“,‘} = S;(i), j = S(k), 
p(s,“-l(i)) = s;(i), j > J(k), 
where 
:kL 
j > 6(k), 
L:(i) = 
B’(I~~~~~), (Elm E Z) [k = m . 2i], 
LX(k) 
6(k) ’ otherwise, 
E 
We define a simplicial complex A,k(i) as follows: 
A;(i) = e(i) uctciJ R:(i) ucfcij . . . uc;_,ci) R;(i). 
Note that for each i 2 1, RF(i), St(i) and Cj ( ) k i are subcomplex of Kt , l&‘j” and Bt 
respectively and RF(i) n Wt = C;(i). Hence AS(i) is a subcomplex of 
KkU,; . ..u.+ Kj”, 
J--I 
i.e., IA:(i)1 C 9. Moreover, since (R!(i)] C (R;(i + l)] and R;(i) fl Wj” = C;(i), 
IA;(i)1 is a subset of IA;(i + l)]. It is easy to see that &_,(IA~(i)l) c IAt-‘(i)l. Thus 
we can define Aj(i) as the inverse limit of the following inverse sequence 
IA;(i)1 $- IA;(i)1 $- (A;(i)1 $ IA;(i)1 ,T:l . . . . 
Since IAjk(i)l = IKjkl for each k < 2i - 1 and ~-~_~l:jA$(i)l + IAjk-‘(i)l is a 
retraction, {Aj(i)}g”=, satisfies the condition (a). Since 
[A;(i)] c IK; uBo” +aB;_, K;l, 
Aj (i) is a subset of Vj. Also, Aj (‘) . z IS a subset of Aj(i+ 1) since IA:(i)/ c IAi(i + l)]. 
As in the proofs of Claim 2.1.1 and Claim 2.1.2, one can see that the tower {Aj(i)}g”=, 
satisfies the conditions (b), (c) and (d). The reason that we use LI, instead of !& is to 
construct {Aj(i)}c, satisfying the condition (b). Thus {Aj(i)}z”=, is a 2h -skeleton of 
Vj by Proposition 3.1. We remark that each Aj (i) is an invariant subspace of Vj. 
Next we shall construct an invariant pseudo-boundary of M. Put A, = lJE”=, Aj(i). 
Claim 3.1.1. A’ = Uj”=, Aj is a 2b,x-skeZetoid (E 2~,x-absorber) in M \ X. 




and Vj c int,,,Vj+t. Let B E 2&,, and let U be an open collection of M \ X. Then 
there is jo > 0 such that B c intM\XV+,. Note that B is a Z-set in Vj,. Since Aj, is a 
Z-skeletoid of V&, there is a homeomorphism h : V, + V, such that 
hl&, n (&M\x((M \ X) \ G,) = id, 
h 1 (Uu)nv, isU]vj,- c 1 ose to id and h(Bn(UU)) c Aj,. In particular, we may assume 
that h can be extended to a homeomorphism h : M \ X -+ M \ X so that i]cl~\x ((M \ 
X) \ V,) = id. Then ,the homeomorphism h is such that i] (M \ X) \ (UU) = id, i] IJU 
is U-close to id and h(B n (UU)) c A’. Thus A’ is a 2&,,x-absorber in M \ X. 0 
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Let A be a Z+keletoid in M. (The existence of a 2&,-skeletoid (E 2J&-absorber) in 
M is assured. In fact, one can easily construct such a 2&-skeletoid as in Claim 3.1.1.) 
Since 2bJM \ X = 2&,, and 2&,* is a perfect collection, A II (M \ X) is a 
zc M,x-skeletoid in M \ X by Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 1.2, there is a homeomorphism 
y : M -+ M such that ?(A’) = A rl (M \ X) and yJx = id. Let zl(M) = A’ U (X f~ A). 
Then y(Z(M)) = A and C(M) 1s an invariant subspace of M since A’ is invariant and 
X is the fixed point set of any g E G \ {e}. Thus C(M) is an invariant Z&skeletoid 
of M. By Proposition 3.2, C(M) is an invariant pseudo-boundary of M. The proof is 
finished. 0 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 gives the following. 
Corollary 3.1 (cf. [6J). Every pn-manifold has a pseudo-interior and a pseudo-boun- 
dary. 
Corollary 3.2. Let v(M) (respectively C(M)) b e a pseudo-interior (respectively a 
pseudo-boundary) of a $-manifold M. Let G be a compact separable zero-dimensional 
group with the unit element e. Then for each closed subset X of v(M) (respectively 
C(M)), there exists a semifree G-action on v(M) (respectively Z(A4)) such that X is 
the fixed point set of any g E G \ {e}. 
Proof. We shall give the proof only for v(M) because the proof for C(M) is similar. Let 
X be a closed subset of v(M) and put 2 = cl~X and B = M \v(M). By Theorem 3.1, 
there exists a semifree G-action 0 : G x M --+ M with a G-invariant pseudo-boundary 
A of M such that 2 is the fixed point set of any g E G \ {e}. Since A f! (M \ 2) and 
Bn(M\& are2M,x --absorbers, there exists a homeomorphism h : M -+ M such 
that hlji’ = id,- and h(B n (A4 \ _?)) = A f’ (M \ 2). Then the map 0’ : G x M -+ M 
defined by Q’(g, g) = h-‘Q(g, h(z)) re e d fi nes a semifree G-action on M. In fact, for 
XE M andg,g’E G, 
Q’(g’, Q’(g, 4) = Q’(g’, h-‘Q(g, h(z))) 
= K’Q(g’, hh-‘Q(g, h(x))) 
= h-‘Q(g’, Q(g, h(s))) 
= h-‘Q(g’g, h(z)) 
= Q’(g’g, x). 
Since {Q(g,z) 1 g E G, x E M \ A} = M \ A and M \ A = h(v(M)), it follows that 
Q’(G x v(M)) = v(M). It is easy to see that 2 = (x E M 1 Q’(g,z) = x) for any 
g E G \ {e}. Thus 0, = 0’ 1 G x v(M) is the required semifree G-action on v(M). 0 
If we take X = 0 in Theorem 3.1, the proof gives the following: 
Theorem 3.2. Every p”-munifoZd admits a free G-action with a G-invariant pseudo- 
boundary for any compact zero-dimensional group G. 
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Corollary 3.3. Every pseudo-interior V(M) (respectively pseudo-boundary C(M)) of a 
p”-manifold M admits a free G-action for any compact zero-dimensional group G. 
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